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In this work we present a detailed structural, optical and electrical
characterization of hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) thin films
grown by hot wire chemical vapor deposition (HW-CVD) as a function of
hydrogen (H

2
), argon (Ar) and helium (He) dilution of silane. A variety of

analysis techniques such as Raman spectroscopy (RS), x-ray diffraction
(XRD), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, UV-Visible
spectroscopy and conductivity measurements were used to characterize
the grown films. We observed that these properties are greatly influenced
by dilution of silane with H

2
, Ar

 
and He. Characterization of these films by

Raman spectroscopy and low angle x-ray diffraction revealed that the
increase in H

2
 and Ar dilution of silane endorses the growth of crystallinity

in the films whereas increase in He dilution of silane deteriorates the film
properties. An attempt has been made to explain the fundamental differences
in nanocrystallization growth mechanism by addition of H

2
, Ar and He in

silane.  2012 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA
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INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, hydrogenated
nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) materials have attracted
great attention due to their different potential applica-
tions in photovoltaics, thin film transistors and optoelec-
tronics devices[1]. In the field of single or multijunction
solar cells, nc-Si:H thin films have shown an remark-
able enhancement in solar cell efficiencies and in their
stability[2]. Several deposition techniques have been
established to prepare nc-Si:H thin films, including

plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PE-
CVD)[3] and its variant very high frequency glow dis-
charge (VHF-GD)[4], electron cyclotron resonance-
CVD (ECR-CVD)[5] and radio-frequency (RF) mag-
netron sputtering, among which PE-CVD appears to
be a promising deposition method for large-area thin
film technology and has been employed for industrial
applications[6]. However, due to certain material and
processing limitations, other deposition techniques have
been developed and examined. Among these is the hot
wire chemical vapor deposition (HW-CVD) technique,
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first developed by Weisman[7] and then later refined by
Matsumura[8]. The technique has been employed suc-
cessfully for the synthesis of a-Si:H[9], ìc-Si:H[10], nc-
Si:H[11], a-SiGe:H[12], ìc-SiC and ìc-GeC films for

solar cell applications[13] because it is capable of im-
proving film stability[14] and of achieving higher deposi-
tion rates[15]. The technique is attractive in many ways
and the most important advantages are: (i) Plasma-free
deposition so that the damaging of the deposited film
and powder formation during the deposition can be
avoided (ii) It is an easily scalable method. (iii) Depos-
ited films have less stress than those made by conven-
tional PE-CVD method[16] (iv) Substrates can easily be
handled as they do not have a role in the decomposi-
tion process. (v) High flux of atomic H generated in
HW-CVD helps to remove highly strained bonds and
to decrease structural disorder etc. Moreover, the tech-
nique involves very few deposition parameters which
can easily be optimized, and the film growth processes
involve simple radicals which are primarily atoms (e.g.
Si, H) released from the hot surface[17].

In HW-CVD, many authors have reported that the
amorphous-to-nanocrystalline transition occurs mainly
due to hydrogen dilution of silane[18-22]. To best of our
knowledge, only few reports exist in the literature about
using noble/inert gas dilution of silane for the synthesis
of nc-Si:H films by the HW-CVD method[23]. With this
motivation we initiated the detailed study of synthesis
and characterization of nc-Si:H films with hydrogen (H

2
),

argon (Ar) and helium (He) dilution of silane (SiH
4
) (de-

fined as 
4SiH

Diluent F+F

F
=R

Diluent

Diluent

) by using HW-CVD

method. Here, F
Diluent

 and F
SiH4

 are the dilution gas flow
rate and silane gas flow rate respectively. In this paper,
we present the preliminary results of investigation of
structural, optical and electrical properties of nc-Si:H
films deposited by HW-CVD method as a function of
H

2
, Ar and He dilution of silane. It has been observed

that these properties are greatly affected by H
2
, Ar and

He dilution of silane.

EXPERIMENTAL

Intrinsic hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-
Si:H) thin films were deposited simultaneously on

corning #7059 glass and c-Si wafers in a HW-CVD
system, details of which have been described else-
where[24]. Three sets of films were prepared by using a
mixture of pure silane (SiH

4
) (Matheson Semiconductor

Grade) and H
2
, Ar and He gases separately. In order

to study the influence of the different gases dilution of
silane on structural, optical and electrical properties of
the films, the diluent gas flow rate was kept constant
(30 sccm) and the silane flow rate was varied from 1 to
20 sccm so that R

Diluent
 is varied between 60 and 97

%. The temperature of the filament was maintained at
1900  25 0C. The substrate temperature was held
constant (450 0C) during the deposition using a
thermocouple and temperature controller with an error
of  5 0C. The deposition parameters are listed in

 Set-I Set-II Set-III 

Filament temperature (Tf) 1900 oC 1900 oC 1900 oC 

Substrate to filament distance(ds-f) 2.75 cm 2.75 cm 2.75cm 

Silane flow rate (FSiH4) 1-20 sccm 1-20 sccm 1-20 sccm

Hydrogen flow rate (FH2) 30 sccm ----- ----- 

Argon flow rate (FAr) ----- 30 sccm ----- 

Helium flow rate (FHe) ----- ----- 30 sccm 

Substrate Temperature(Tsub) 450 oC 450 oC 450 oC 

Deposition pressure(P) 50 mTorr 50 mTorr 50 mTorr 

Time of deposition 10-60 min 10-60 min 10-60 min

TABLE 1 : Deposition parameters for preparation of nc-Si:H
thin films.

TABLE 1.
The dark conductivity (

dark
) and photoconductiv-

ity (
photo

) were measured with a coplanar Al electrodes.
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of the films
were recorded by using FTIR spectrophotometer
(Shimadzu, Japan). Bonded hydrogen content (C

H
) was

calculated from wagging mode of IR absorption peak
using the method given by Brodsky et al.[25]. The optical
band gap was estimated using the procedure followed
by Tauc[26]. Raman spectra were recorded with micro-
Raman spectroscopy (Jobin Yvon Horibra LABRAM-
HR. The spectrometer has backscattering geometry for
detection of Raman spectrum with the resolution of 1
cm-1. The excitation source was 632.8 nm line of He-
Ne laser. The power of the Raman laser was kept less
than 5 mW to avoid laser induced crystallization on the
films. The Raman spectra were deconvoluted in the
range of  400-540 cm-1 using Levenberg-Marquardt
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method[27]. The crystalline fraction (X
Raman

) was then
deduced using the method proposed by Kaneko et
al.[28]. The crystallite size (d

Raman
) was calculated

from 











B
2dRaman , where   is the peak shift

for the hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H)
compared to the crystalline silicon (c-Si), and B = 2.0
nm2 cm-1[29]. Low angle x-ray diffraction patterns were
obtained by x-ray diffractometer (Bruker D8 Advance,
Germany) using Cu K


 line ( = 1.54056 Å). The

patterns were taken at a grazing angle of 10. The average
crystallite size was estimated using the classical

Scherrer�s formula, 
B

rayx cosB
9.0

d





[30]. The thickness

of films was determined by Talystep profilometer
(Taylor-Hobson Rank).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Variation in deposition rate

Variation of deposition rate (r
d
) plotted as a func-

tion of hydrogen (H
2
), argon (Ar) and helium (He) dilu-

tion of silane (R
H
, R

Ar
 and R

He
) is shown in Figure 1. As

seen from the figure, for all dilutions of silane (R
H
, R

Ar

and R
He

) the deposition rate decreases with increase in
dilution of silane by the diluent gas. Decrease in depo-
sition rate can be attributed to decrease in SiH

4
 density

in the gas mixture. With increase in dilution of silane
with diluent gas, the concentration of precursors that

produces Si:H film decreases.
Consequently, the deposition rate decreases with

increasing the dilution of silane by the diluent gas. Fur-
thermore, the deposition of film involves two simulta-
neous processes; the first is the growth of film forming
radicals and the second is the etching of deposited por-
tion. Therefore, the deposition rate is determined from
the competition between both the deposition and the
etching processes. The low deposition rate observed
for hydrogen dilution of silane is undoubtedly related to
a more efficient etching process in the deposition-etch-
ing competition compared to argon and helium diluted
films. The etching effect of hydrogen atoms has been
experimentally verified[31]. The higher deposition rate
observed for argon and helium diluted films compared
to that of hydrogen diluted films under the same depo-
sition conditions can be correlated to the non-etching
properties of argon and helium[32].

Micro-raman spectroscopic analysis

Figure 2 shows Raman spectra of films deposited
at hydrogen (H

2
), argon (Ar) and helium (He) dilution

of silane (R
H
, R

Ar
 and R

He
). Each spectrum shown in

Figure 2 was deconvoluted into two Gaussian peaks
and one Lorentzian peak with a quadratic base line us-
ing Levenberg-Marquardt method to calculate volume
fraction of crystallites (X

Raman
) and crystallite size (d

Raman
)

in the film. The estimated X
Raman

 and d
Raman

 in the film
are also indicated in each figure. As seen from Figure
2(a), the film deposited at R

H
 = 60 % shows a broad

rounded peak centered around 480 cm-1, which is char-
acteristic of a-Si:H. The film deposited at R

H
 = 80 %

shows the onset of nanocrystallization. The Raman spec-
trum for this film shows a combination of two TO phonon
peaks, one centered around 480 cm-1 and the second
centered at 501 cm-1, the later peak originates from the
nanocrystalline phase[33]. This clearly indicates the amor-
phous-to-nanocrystalline transition. The film deposited
at R

H
 = 80 % shows X

Raman
  30.3 % and d

Raman
 < 2

nm. By increasing the R
H
 to 88 %, X

Raman
 and d

Raman

both increases, which inferred from the non-appear-
ance of amorphous phase and shifting of TO phonon
peak to the higher wave number 520 cm-1[34]. Thus, the
film deposited at R

H
 = 97 % shows X

Raman
  77.6 %

and d
Raman

  20.9 nm. The amorphous-to-nanocrystalline
transition and increase in volume fraction of crystallite

Figure 1 : Variation of deposition rate as a function of dilu-
tion of silane by H2, Ar and He gases.
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and its size with increase in R
H
 in HW-CVD have been

reported by many authors[18-22]. However, it is interest-
ing to note that in the present case we have observed
amorphous-to-nanocrystalline transition comparatively
at low R

H
. Thus, high hydrogen dilution of silane is not

necessary to obtain nc-Si:H films by HW-CVD tech-
nique. In HWCVD, every silane molecule upon disso-
ciation yields one Si atom and four H atoms. Also, the
hot filament is a very effective source of atomic H[35,36].
The filament temperature (1900 0C) in HW-CVD de-
composes all hydrogen molecules into reactive H at-
oms. Thus, the density of atomic H in the deposition
chamber increases with increase in hydrogen dilution of
silane. This increases the etching of Si atoms from dis-
ordered and strained bonding sites and giving a
nanocrystalline network[37,38]. As a result, amorphous-
to-nanocrystalline transition takes place with increase
in hydrogen dilution of silane. Now let us see the Raman
spectra of nc-Si:H films deposited at Ar dilution (R

Ar
)

and helium dilution of silane (R
He

). As seen from Figure
2 (b), film deposited at R

Ar
 = 60 % shows a broad

shoulder centred near 480 cm-1, which is characteristic
of a-Si:H whereas the film deposited at R

Ar
 = 80 %

shows the onset of nanocrystallization. The Raman
spectrum for this film shows a combination of two
peaks, one centred  480 cm-1 and the second centred
 505 cm-1 originating from the contribution of small Si
nanocrystals. This clearly indicates an amorphous-to-
nanocrystalline transition in the film with increase in R

Ar
.

For this film, X
Raman

 is  29.2 % and d
Raman

 is  2.0 nm.
With further increase in R

Ar
, the TO phonon peak is

shifted further towards the higher wave number whereas
its intensity and sharpness are reduced indicating
increase in d

Raman
 and X

Raman
 in the films. Thus, for the

film deposited at R
Ar

 = 97 %, the Raman spectrum
shows nanocrystalline phase with the TO phonon peak
centered at 519 cm-1 and an amorphous content in it.
For this film, X

Raman
 is  40.1 % and d

Raman
 is  8.3 nm.

Thus, it is concluded that in HW-CVD, similar to
increase in hydrogen dilution, an increase in argon dilution
of silane an amorphous-to-nanocrystalline transition
occurs and volume fraction of crystallites and its size
increase. Figure 2 (c) shows Raman spectra of nc-Si:H
films deposited at various helium dilution of silane (R

He
).

As seen from the figure, for the film deposited at R
He

 =
97 %, Raman spectrum shows a broad shoulder centred

 480 cm-1, which is characteristic of a-Si:H and other
centred between 500-506 cm-1 corresponding to
crystalline phase present in the material. For this film
X

Raman
 is 52 % and d

Raman
 is 2.4 nm. With increase in

R
He

, X
Raman

 in the films decreases while d
Raman

 remains
in the range of 2.4-2.1 nm for the entire range of R

He

studied. The abrupt drop in the crystalline volume
fraction from 52 % for the film deposited at R

He
 = 60

% to 18 % for the film deposited at R
He

 = 75 %
indicates adverse/deteriorating effect of helium on growth
of crystallinity in nc-Si:H prepared by HW-CVD. It is
reported that the metastable state of Ar and He atoms
(Ar* and He*) and ions (Ar+ and He+)[39-41] plays a
vital role in promotion of nanocrystallization in
conventional PE-CVD process.

However, in HW-CVD, the hot filament cannot ef-
ficiently ionize argon or helium due to their high ioniza-
tion energy (15.8 eV and 24 eV respectively). Hence,
formation of metastable Ar*/He* and Ar+/He+ that pro-
motes the structural ordering and nanocrystallization is
negligible. We think that in HW-CVD method, Ar and
He atoms can achieve thermal energy from the heater
and electrons which are emitted by hot tungsten (W)
filament[42]. With increasing argon dilution, the density
of thermal Ar in the vicinity of growth zone increases.
The Gibb�s free energy required for the formation of

nano-crystallites in the amorphous matrix[43] is supplied
by the thermal Ar. The energy transferred by the ther-
mal Ar to the growth zone is utilized in breaking weak
Si-Si bonds. The dangling bonds resulting from the
breaking of weak Si-Si bonds form strong bonds with
Si or are terminated by H. This may help in structural
reorientation leading to the formation of a more com-
pact network and hence nanocrystallization. However,
in case of helium dilution adequate Gibb�s free energy

is not available in the growth zone due to low mass of
He (Helium is ten times lighter than Argon[44]). This re-
sults in inefficient thermal energy transfer to the grow-
ing surface which attenuates the process of crystallinity
in the film. As a result, the volume fraction of crystallites
in the films decreases with increase in helium dilution of
silane.

Low angle x-ray analysis

The x-ray diffraction patterns of nc-Si:H films de-
posited at hydrogen (H

2
), argon (Ar) and helium (He)
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dilution of silane (R
H
, R

Ar
 and R

He
) is shown in Figure

3. As seen from Figure 3 (a), the film deposited at R
H
 =

75 % shows a broad shoulder centered at 2  25o

indicating that the film is amorphous. The film depos-
ited at R

H
 = 80 % shows the onset of nanocrystallization

with a peak at 2  28.2o and less intense peaks at 2

Figure 2 : Raman spectra of films deposited at different dilu-
tion of silane using different diluents (a) Hydrogen dilution
of silane (b) Argon dilution of silane and (c) Helium dilution
of silane.

Figure 3 : X-ray patterns of films deposited at different dilu-
tion of silane using different diluents (a) Hydrogen dilution
of silane (b) Argon dilution of silane and (c) Helium dilution
of silane.

 47o and  56o corresponding to (111), (220) and
(311) crystal orientations.

These results indicate that the crystallites in the films
have preferential orientation in (111) directions. It is also

(a)

(b)

(c)
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observed that with increase in R
H
 the intensity of (111)

diffraction peak enhances whereas its line width get re-
duced. These results indicate that the crystallite size (d

x-

ray
) and its volume fraction (X

x-ray
) increase with increas-

ing hydrogen dilution of silane. Figure 3(b) shows the
x-ray patterns of nc-Si:H films deposited at different Ar
dilution of silane (R

Ar
). Similar to Figure 2(a), a broad

band centered at 2 = 250 has been observed for the
film deposited at R

Ar
 = 75 % indicating amorphous na-

ture of the film. The only feature observed for all films is
a broad shoulder occurring at 2 = 28.30 correspond-
ing to (111) crystal orientation. Furthermore, a broad-
ening of (111) diffraction peak has been observed with
increasing R

Ar
 suggesting increase in d

x-ray
 of Si

nanocrystals in films. The other noticeable change ob-
served in the diffraction patterns is the enhancement of
(111) diffraction peak intensity which can be attributed
to increase in X

x-ray
. These results are consistent with

Raman analysis. Thus, with increase in argon dilution of
silane the volume fraction of crystallites as well as the
crystallite size in the film increase. The impact of helium
dilution of silane (R

He
) on nc-Si:H films is shown in Figure

3(c). The only feature observed for all films is a broad
peak occurring at 2 = 27.90 corresponding to (111)
crystal orientation and less intense peaks occur at 2 
410 and 2  53.40 corresponding to (200) and (311)
crystal orientations. The dominant peak is (111). The
perceptible change observed in the diffraction patterns
are the slight broadening and reduction of intensity of
(111) diffraction peak indicating decrease in d

x-ray
 of Si

nanocrystals and decrease in X
x-ray

 with increase in R
He

.
These results are consistent with the Raman results and
provide further strong support to adverse effect of He
on growth of crystallinity in nc-Si:H prepared by HW-
CVD.

Variation in hydrogen content and microstructure
parameter

To reveal the hydrogen bonding configuration and
to estimate the total hydrogen content in the film and
microstructure parameter, FTIR spectroscopy was
used. It was found that the hydrogen content (C

H
) in

Si:H materials calculated from different methods is quite
different. However, it has been reported that the inte-
grated intensity of the peak at 630 cm-1 is the best mea-
sure of hydrogen content and other bands are less reli-
able[45]. Whatever may be the nature of the hydrogen

bonding configuration; SiH, Si-H
2
, (Si-H

2
)

n
, SiH

3
 etc.,

all types of the vibrational modes will contribute to the

Figure 4 : Variation of hydrogen content (C
H
) and micro-

structure parameter (R*) as a function of dilution of silane
using different diluents for the nc-Si:H deposited thin films
by HW-CVD.

630 cm-1 absorption band[46].
Thus, the hydrogen content has been estimated by

using integrated intensity of the peak at 630 cm-1 by
taking the oscillator strength value determined by Itoh
et al.[47]. The microstructure parameter (R*) is deter-
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mined by using )I+I(I=*R 200021002100 , where I
2000

 and
I

2100
 are the integrated absorption intensities at 2000

cm-1 and 2100 cm-1 respectively. Figure 4 shows the
variation of hydrogen content (C

H
) and microstructure

parameter (R*) as a function of hydrogen (H
2
), argon

(Ar) and helium (He) dilution of silane (R
H
, R

Ar 
and R

He
).

As seen from Figure 4(a) and (b), the C
H
 in the hydro-

gen and argon diluted films increases with increase in
R

H
 and R

Ar
. Simultaneously, the R* shows decreasing

trend with increase in R
H
 and R

Ar.
. It is well known that

in nc-Si:H films, majority of H is bonded to the surface
of the nanocrystallites[48]. As probed by Raman analy-
sis and x-ray diffraction analysis, increase in R

H
 and

R
Ar 

increases the density of nanocrystallite grains in the
film due to increase in volume fraction of crystallites.
This increases the total surface area of grains which act
as reservoirs of H in the material[49]. Thus, increase in
hydrogen content with increase in hydrogen and argon
dilution of silane can be attributed to increase in volume
fraction of crystallites (or decrease in amorphous
fraction) in the films. The decreasing trend of R* against
R

H
 and R

Ar
 indicates the enhancement of structural order

and homogeneity of the deposited films with increasing
R

H
 and R

Ar
. Figure 4(c) shows the estimated hydrogen

content (C
H
) and microstructure parameter (R*) in nc-

Si:H films as a function of helium dilution of silane (R
He

).
As seen from the figure, C

H
 in the helium diluted films

decreases with increase in R
He

 while the R* shows
increasing trend with increase in R

He
. The increase in

R* with increase in R
He

 indicates the deterioration of
the film quality with increasing R

He
. These results are in

agreement with the results obtained from Raman
spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction analysis.

Optical properties

Variation of band gap (E
g
) and Urbach energy (E

Ur
)

as a function of hydrogen (H
2
), argon (Ar) and helium

(He) dilution of silane (R
H
, R

Ar 
and R

He
) is shown in

Figure 5. As seen from Figure 5(a), the band gap for
the films deposited at various hydrogen and argon dilu-
tions decreases with increase in R

H
 and R

Ar
. Conversely,

for R
He

 it shows growing trend. It is generally accepted
that the band gap is dependent on the hydrogen con-
tent and it increases with increasing hydrogen content
in the films[50]. However, in the present investigation,
the hydrogen content in the hydrogen and argon diluted

films decreases with increasing hydrogen and argon di-
lutions of silane (see Figure 4a and 4b) whereas for
helium diluted films it decreases with increasing helium
dilution of silane (see Figure 4c). Thus, only the num-
ber of Si-H bonds cannot account for the band gap in
nc-Si:H films. In addition, several ambiguities exist about
the band gap of nc-Si:H films because the material con-
tains both phases, amorphous and crystalline and their
properties vary with the volume fraction of these phases.
For the optical band gap estimation, Tauc�s[51] and
Cody�s[52] methods are generally employed. The band
gap of a-Si:H is between 1.6 and 1.8 eV depending on
the process parameters whereas that of c-Si is 1.1 eV.

Accordingly, in the case of a mixed phase of crys-
talline and amorphous, i. e. nanocrystalline phase, the
band gap should lie between values of a-Si:H and c-
Si. Rotaru et al.[53] have observed a relation between
band gap and the content of amorphous silicon using
both Cody�s and Tauc�s models. They found that the
band gap increases with increasing the amorphous
content (in the range of 30-100 %) in the film. Thus,
we believe that the decrease in band gap with increas-
ing hydrogen and argon dilution of silane may be due
to the increase in volume fraction of crystallites (or
decrease in amorphous content) in the film, as revealed
by the Raman spectroscopic and low angle x-ray dif-
fraction analysis. Figure 5(b) shows the variation of
Urbach energy (E

Ur
) as a function of dilution of silane

for different diluents. It can be seen from the figure
that for H

2 
and Ar diluted films, the Urbach energy

decreases with increasing the dilution of silane and it
has value less than 100 meV for the films deposited at
higher dilution of silane indicating device quality films[54].
These results are in agreement with the results ob-
tained from FTIR analysis which indicate that R* is
less than 0.1 for the films grown at high dilution of
silane (see Figure 5a and 5b).

Thus, we conclude that the nc-Si:H films deposited
at high hydrogen/argon dilution of silane are compact
with less band tails which is characteristic of good quality
materials. However, for the He diluted films, the Urbach
energy (E

Ur
) of the deposited films increases from 138

to 318 meV as R
He

 increases from 60 % to 97 %. This
indicates that the properties of the deposited films de-
grade with increasing the helium dilution of silane in HW-
CVD. This conclusion is well supported by the increasing
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trend of the microstructure parameter against the he- lium dilution of silane as indicated in Figure 5c.

Figure 5 : Variation of band gap and Urbach energy as a function of dilution of silane using different diluents for the nc-Si:H
deposited thin films by HW-CVD.

Electrical properties

The effect of dilution of silane on dark conductiv-
ity (

Dark
) and photoconductivity (

Photo
) of nc-Si:H

films deposited by HW-CVD using different diluents
is shown in Figure 6. As seen from Figure 6(a) for the
hydrogen diluted films, 

Dark
 increases from  4.7x10-

10 S/cm to  4.2x10-9 S/cm and 
Photo 

increases from 
7.4x10-5 S/cm to  1.54x10-4 S/cm when R

H
 increases

from 60 % to 70 %. As a result the photosensitivity
(

Photo 
/

Dark
) decreases from 1.55x105 for R

H
 = 97 %

to 3.5x104 for the film deposited at R
H
 = 60 %. For

argon diluted films indicated in Figure 7(b), 
Dark

 in-
creases by order of 2 (from  10-10 S/cm to  10-8 S/
cm) when argon dilution of silane increases from 60
% to 97 %, whereas the 

Photo 
remains in the range of

10-6-10-5 S/cm for the entire range of argon dilution of
silane studied. As a result, the photosensitivity (

Photo 
/


Dark

) decreases from 105 to 102 when argon dilution
of silane increases from 60 % to 97 %. This indicates
that the films deposited with increasing hydrogen and
argon dilution of silane get structurally modified. We
attribute the drastic reduction in the photosensitivity

to the increase in crystalline volume fraction and crys-
tallite size because the nc-Si:H films prepared by dif-
ferent methods show high dark conductivity and neg-
ligible photo-response depending on the crystallite size
and its volume fraction[55]. This inference is further
strengthened by the observed variation in deposition
rate for hydrogen and argon dilution of silane (see
Figure 1) because lower deposition rate is more
conducive to the formation of crystallinity in the film
structure[56]. The effect of helium dilution of silane (R

He
)

on dark conductivity (
Dark

) and photoconductivity
(

Photo
) of nc-Si:H films is shown in Figure 6(c).

As seen from the figure, 
Dark 

was found in the range
of 

 
10-7-10-8 S/cm and 

Photo 
was in the range of 10-4-

10-6 with increase in He dilution of silane increase from
60 % to 97 %. As a result, photosensitivity (

Photo 
/


Dark

) increases from 36 to 2.8x103 when He dilution
of silane increases from 60 % to 97 %. We attribute
the enhancement in the photosensitivity due to the
increase in amorphous fraction in the film with increase
in He dilution of silane. This inference is further
strengthened from Raman spectroscopic results.
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CONCLUSIONS

Effect of hydrogen, argon and helium dilution of si-
lane on structural, optical and electrical properties of
nc-Si:H films deposited by HW-CVD has been stud-
ied in detail. Raman spectroscopy and low angle x-ray
diffraction analysis revealed that with increase in
hydrogen and argon dilution of silane the crystallinity as
well as crystallite size in the films increase. However,

with increase in helium dilution of silane both, the
crystallinity and crystallite size in the films decrease. The
microstructure parameter decreases with increase in hy-
drogen and argon dilution of silane whereas it increases
with increase in helium dilution indicating that with in-
crease in hydrogen and argon dilution of silane the quality
of films improves whereas helium dilution of silane
deteriorates the films quality. Results of band gap show
that it is independent of hydrogen content in the film but
it increases with increase in volume fraction of crystallites
due to increase in hydrogen and argon dilution of silane
and decreases with increase in helium dilution of silane
due to reduction of volume fraction of crystallites in the
films. The Urbach energy values for nc-Si:H films
deposited at high hydrogen/argon dilution of silane are
compact with less band tails which is characteristic of
good quality materials. However, for the helium diluted
films, the Urbach energy increases with increase in
helium dilution indicating the degradation of film
properties with increasing the helium dilution of silane
in HW-CVD. From the present study it has been
concluded that the addition of hydrogen and argon with
silane in HW-CVD has beneficial effect on improve-
ment of nc-Si:H film properties and addition of helium
has an adverse effect on them.
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